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Abstract Transposable element (TE) content explains a large part of Eukaryotic

genome size variation. TE content is determined by transposition, removal and host

responses, but the efficiency of these forces is ultimately governed by genetic drift

and natural selection. Contribution of TE families to genome size variation has been

recently quantified using next generation sequencing (NGS) in two species pairs:

Zea mays ssp. mays and Zea luxurians, Arabidopsis lyrata and A. thaliana. In both

interspecific comparisons, genome-wide differences in TE content rather than the

proliferation of a small subset of TE families was observed. We discuss three

nonexclusive hypotheses to explain this pattern: selection for genome shrinkage,

differential efficiency of epigenetic control, and a purely stochastic process of

genome size evolution. Additional genome-wide assessments are needed to assess

the extent to which selection shapes TE genomic content. To facilitate such studies,

we discuss the use of NGS in “orphan” species.
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3.1 Introduction

Eukaryotes vary widely in genome size both within and among species. Genome

sizes were first compared among species based on flow cytometry; subsequently CoT

analyses revealed that most genome size variation is attributable to repetitive DNA.

However, it is only with the development of DNA sequencing that we have been able

to determine both the basis of this variation and to identify the mechanisms underly-

ing it. In plants, for example, the comparison of large orthologous regions through

BAC sequencing has lead to two important observations: first, the intergenic fraction

of genomes is primarily comprised of transposable elements (TEs) and second, much

of the genomic variation observed between species is due to the rapid turnover of TE

sequences in intergenic regions (Ramakrishna et al. 2002; Ma and Bennetzen 2004;

Wang and Dooner 2006).

Further analyses based on complete genome sequences has enabled precise

quantification of the TE fraction for several taxa, revealing that the genomic

fraction of TEs is positively correlated with genome size [Fig. 3.1, see Gaut and

Ross-Ibarra (2008) for a review]. Moreover, analysis of full genomes has allowed

characterization of the molecular bases of sequence turnover in intergenic regions:

TE proliferation and elimination of TE sequences through homologous recombina-

tion and illegitimate recombination (Devos et al. 2002; reviewed in Vitte and

Panaud 2003). Comparison of the extent and timing of the counteracting forces of

proliferation and removal have revealed that large genomes harbor at least a few

highly repetitive TE families in their genome, suggesting that some of the

differences observed may be due to the capacity of some TEs to escape epigenetic

control by the host genome (Vitte and Bennetzen 2006).

Genome size may therefore be determined by (1) the genome’s intrinsic capacity

to suppress TE activity by epigenetic mechanisms, and (2) the ability of TEs to escape

this suppression system. In recent years, this idea has been strengthened by charac-

terization of the molecular bases underlying this suppression system: the transcrip-

tional and posttranscriptional silencing of TE sequences through pathways involving

small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (Lisch 2009). This characterization has revealed

that siRNAs serve as molecular guides for silencing protein complexes to target TE

sequences. Their presence is, therefore, an indicator of the deployment of a genomic

defencemechanism toward silencing TEs and is correlated with the DNAmethylation

status of targeted sequences (Lister et al. 2008; Schmitz et al. 2011).

Beyond its structural impact on the genomic landscape, variation in TE content

and genome size may have an evolutionary significance (Biemont 2008). For exam-

ple, genome size correlates with rates of plant development, because smaller

genomes presumably facilitate faster cell division and therefore a higher growth

rate. In addition, a few studies have reported within-species correlations between

genome size and ecological variables such as altitude, latitude, and temperature (see

Knight et al. 2005 and references therein) and between genome size and phenotypes

such as flowering time, flower size, leaf size, and photosynthetic rate (for a review,

Knight et al. 2005; Meagher and Vassiliadis 2005). Species with smaller genomes
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Fig. 3.1 Genome size (GS) and transposable element (TE) content of 98 eukaryote species, whose

genomes have been sequenced. The total length of the bars indicates GS while the darker portion
indicates TE content
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also have enhanced colonization potential, due to an increase in seed mass, growth

related traits, and decrease in generation time (Bennett et al. 1998; Grotkopp et al.

2004) that may altogether translate into a greater invasiveness (Lavergne et al. 2010).

While these examples appear to offer convincing evidence of the pervasiveness of

the action of natural selection on genome size variation between and within-species,

alternative hypotheses have been proposed. For example, a purely mechanistic model

in which genome size evolves stochastically at a proportional rate can account for the

skewed distributions of eukaryotic genome size (Oliver et al. 2007), but this model

fails to provide a compelling reason for correlates between ecological factors and

genome size. More recently, Whitney et al. (2010) have reported a lack of relation-

ship between effective population size and genome size in angiosperms. Because

the efficacy of selection is expected to scale with population size, the lack of

relationship may indicate that selection has had little impact on broad-scale genome

size evolution.

In summary, it is now well established that a balance between transposition, TE

sequence removal, and host response determines a genome’s TE content. These

mechanisms are, in turn, affected by population processes, such as genetic drift and

natural selection that ultimately determine the fate of TE insertions in plant

genomes (Tenaillon et al. 2010). However, the extent to which selection shapes

the TE genomic content is still debated. This debate would benefit greatly from

genome-wide assessments that integrate across species and population levels—i.e.,

comparisons of genomes from various environments and taxa. Next Generation

Sequencing (NGS) technologies provide such data, allowing exploration of the

repetitive fraction of genomes.

Thus far, NGS has been employed largely for resequencing targeted regions in

eukaryotic species with reference genomes on which NGS reads can be aligned

(Li et al. 2010b; Xu et al. 2010) or for de novo assembly of prokaryotic or “simple”

eukaryotic genomes with a restricted repetitive fraction (Galagan et al. 2005; Aury

et al. 2008; Tenaillon et al. 2012). While de novo assembly of NGS data from more

complex genomes such as the Giant panda (Li et al. 2010a), the human and

the mouse (Gnerre et al. 2011), and Arabidopsis thaliana (Cao et al. 2011;

Schneeberger et al. 2011) has been achieved, de novo approaches are still tech-

nically limited. Therefore, most NGS projects have been confined to describing

sequence variants in the unique (single-copy) genomic fraction. However, NGS

data can also be used to explore the components of repetitive DNA, such as TEs and

satellite repeats, as well as their contribution to genome size variation within and

among species.

In this chapter we will use the genus Zea as an example to illustrate how this can

be achieved. Furthermore, we will take advantage of the recent publication of the

A. lyrata genome (Hu et al. 2011) to establish a comparison between A. thaliana/
A. lyrata on one hand and Z. mays/Z. luxurians on the other hand, and we will

use these examples to discuss the factors that have contributed to genome size

difference between closely related species. Finally, we will also provide some

guidelines to determine TE content from NGS data in non-model species.
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3.2 Exploring the Repetitive Fraction Within and Among

Species Using NGS: An Example from the Genus Zea

3.2.1 Genome Size Variation in the Genus Zea

The genus Zea is traditionally divided into two sections (Fig. 3.2): Luxuriantes and
Zea. The former encompasses several species, including the annual diploids

Z. luxurians and Z. diploperennis. Section Zea includes a single diploid annual

species (Zea mays), which consists of the cultivated maize (Z. mays ssp. mays) and
its closest wild relatives (ssp. parviglumis and ssp. mexicana). The divergence

between Zea luxurians and Zea mays is estimated to have occurred ~140,000 years

ago (Hanson et al. 1996; Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009).

The genus encompasses extensive variation in genome size both within and

between species. For example, within Zea mays genome size varies 30 % among

cultivated accessions (i.e., landraces and inbred lines) and up to 32 % and 10 % in

ssp. mexicana and ssp. parviglumis, respectively (Fig. 3.2 and included references).
Between species, the average genome size of the diploid Z. luxurians, 2C ¼ 9.07 pg,

is nearly 30 % larger than that of the average Zea mays ssp. mays genome (Fig. 3.2

and included references).

Differences in genome size may have multiple, potentially nonexclusive sources

including whole genome duplication (polyploidy), segmental duplications, an

increase of repetitive DNA (i.e., satellite sequences or TEs), or differential loss of

TEs associated with recombination (Petrov et al. 2000). While Z. luxurians and

Z. mays are both ancient polyploids (Gaut et al. 2000), extensive chromosomal

rearrangements associated with the loss of some homeologs have resulted in the

diploidization of Zea species, with 2n ¼ 10 chromosomes (Table 3.1). Therefore,

variation between and within-species may arise from differences in the retention

and the rate of production of segmental duplications as well as differential proliferation/

elimination of repeated DNA.

In Zea, most repetitive DNA consists of interspersed TEs and heterochromatic

blocks (knobs) which harbor 180- and 360-bp tandem repeats interspersed with

retrotransposons (Peacock et al. 1981; Ananiev et al. 1998). Knob content varies

among individuals of Z. mays, and knobs may be more abundant in Z. luxurians
than in Z. mays (Tito et al. 1991; Gonzalez and Poggio 2011). Fully 85 % of the

maize reference genome sequence consists of TEs, but the 20 most common TE

families comprise ~70 % of the total (Baucom et al. 2009). These 20 families are all

LTR retrotransposons (RNA elements). Amplification of LTR retrotransposons in

the maize genome has been particularly dramatic in the last few million years,

leading to a doubling of genome size (San Miguel and Bennetzen 1998; Brunner

et al. 2005). Investigation of variation in TE copy number between Z. luxurians and
Z. mays for six retrotransposon families using dotblots revealed little evidence of

variation between species (Meyers et al. 2001), suggesting that these TEs may not

have played a major role in genome size differentiation.
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Fig. 3.2 Dendrogram and box plots showing demographic history and genome size variation in Zea.
The branch width and length of the dendrogram are proportional to population size (Ne) and time,

respectively, with scale bars shown (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009). Divergence between Z. mays ssp.

parviglumis and ssp. mays, and between Z. mays and Z. luxurians, was estimated to be 9,000 years

(Piperno et al. 2009) and 140,000 years, respectively (Hanson et al. 1996; Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009).

The boxes indicate the first quartile (lower line), the second quartile or median (central line), and the
third quartile (upper line). Additionally the whiskers represent the standard deviation with the dots as
the outliers. Genome size data were obtained from Laurie and Bennett (1985), Rayburn et al. (1985),

Rayburn and Auger (1990), Tito et al. (1991), Guillin et al. (1992), Rayburn et al. (1993), Poggio

et al. (1998), and Tenaillon et al. (2011) for a total of 2, 5, 8, 10, and 80 measures in Z. diploperennis,
Z. luxurians, Z. mays ssp. parviglumis, Z. mays ssp. mexicana and Z mays ssp, mays, respectively
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3.2.2 Assessing the Contribution of TE Families to Genome Size
Variation Between Maize and Z. luxurians Using NGS

Recently, Tenaillon et al. (2011) performed a detailed analysis of TE content in one

maize and one Z. luxurians genome using NGS. The approach was bolstered by the

availability of a maize Filtered Gene Set (FGS) consisting of >32,000 high-quality

annotated genes and a maize database of 1,526 exemplar (consensus) sequences

representing distinct TE families and subfamilies (Baucom et al. 2009; Schnable

et al. 2009). The method consisted of three discrete steps (Fig. 3.3). The first was

creating a unique TE database (UTE) from the curated maize exemplar TE database

(Baucom et al. 2009). The purpose of the UTE was to represent each of the 1,526

TE families of maize by their unique sequence signatures in order to minimize NGS

reads that map ambiguously to more than one TE exemplar. In order to do so, each

element of the exemplar TE database was cut into 104 bp fragments that were

mapped against the exemplar TE database using the short read assembler SSAHA2

version 0.1 (Ning et al. 2001) with 80 % identity. Mapping results were used to

determine the per base pair coverage of all 1,526 elements by the other elements

contained in the exemplar TE database. This procedure allowed identification of

portions of TEs not overlapping other elements in the exemplar database and to

Table 3.1 Comparison of life-history traits, population parameters, and genomic content of

Arabidopsis and Zea species

A. lyrata A. thaliana Z. mays Z. luxurians

Divergence time (Myr) 10a 0.140b,c

Effective population

size (Ne)

75,000d 250,000–300,000e 600,000f 50,000b

Mating system Outcrosser Selfer Outcrosser

þRecent

inbreeding

Outcrosser

Genome size (Mb/C) 207a 125a 2,914g 4,435g

Chromosome number 2n ¼ 2x ¼ 16 2n ¼ 2x ¼ 10 2n ¼ 2x ¼ 20 2n ¼ 2x ¼ 20

Genes 32,670a 27,025a 39,656h NA

TE content (% genome) 29.7a 23.7a 85i NA

Ratio gene/TE 0.96a 1.78a 0.18g 0.18g

aHu et al. (2011)
bRoss-Ibarra et al. (2009)
cHanson et al. (1996)
dRoss-Ibarra et al. (2008). Ne value was calculated as the average among five subdivided

populations
eCao et al. (2011)
fGossmann et al. (2010)
gTenaillon et al. (2011)
hhttp://www.maizesequence.org
iSchnable et al. (2009)

NA not available
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restrict the UTE to the sequences found in only a single TE in the exemplar

database. Ultimately, the UTE consisted of 83 % of the original exemplar database,

with 1,514 elements represented for read mapping (Tenaillon et al. 2011).

The second step was to generate high-throughput paired-end Illumina sequencing

of the B73 maize inbred line and the Z. luxurians accession PI441933 (hereafter,

luxurians). The paired-end libraries produced for each sample (B73 and luxurians)
were each sequenced on a single lane of a flow cell with an Illumina Genome

a

b

d

ee

c

Fig. 3.3 Flowchart of the strategy used to analyze the TE content of maize and Z. luxurians
genome using NGS data. The original exemplar TE database, represented here by six elements

(blue bars), is filtered against the repeated regions among elements (black boxes). The resulting

UTE contains the unique portion of each element, sometimes cut into several segments. Paired-end

Illumina data are mapped against the UTE and the FGS, represented here by six genes (red bars).
TE-gene pairs (a) and TE-nested pairs (b) are used to infer the proportions of TEs inserted into

genes versus TEs inserted into other TEs. Read mapping against TEs (c) and genes (d) are used

respectively to count the number of hits against a given element and estimate the coverage of the

Illumina data. Note that because the UTE was not filtered against repeated regions within element

(black boxes), two hits against a single element are counted only once
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Analyzer II, generating ~19 million paired-end reads of 84 and 104 bp in length.

Tenaillon et al. (2011) also determined the genome size of the two accessions

sequenced by flow cytometry: 5.96 pg/2 C for B73 and 9.07 pg/2 C for luxurians.
The third step was mapping the sequencing reads to the B73 reference genome,

the UTE and the FGS, the latter providing an internal control for coverage. Using

SSAHA2 version 0.1 (Ning et al. 2001) reads were mapped against the 1,514

elements of the UTE with 80 % identity, considering alignment length �30 bp.

Reads aligning to a TE under these criteria were counted as single hit to the TE. One

obvious caveat of the UTE is that the method as implemented is only as good as the

annotated TE set, i.e., reads can only be mapped to annotated TEs. Median values of

the distribution of per bp coverage from mapping of B73 and luxurians against each
gene in the FGS were used to determine the genomic coverage of the Illumina data.

In addition, by combining information about mapping against the UTE and FGS, it

was possible to differentiate TEs inserted into other TEs (i.e., the two paired-ends

mapped to two different TEs), from TEs inserted near genes (i.e., one paired-end

mapped to a TE and the other to a gene).

Using the UTE and FGS from the maize reference genome, Tenaillon et al.

(2011) were able to map 76.4 % and 75.5 % of reads to B73 and luxurians,
respectively. They also verified reliability of their method via comparison between

the Illumina data for B73 and the reference B73 genome. They observed >fivefold

more TE-nested pairs than TE-gene pairs in both B73 and luxurians, indicating that
TEs insert much more often in other TEs than genes. Assuming that gene content

was similar between species, Tenaillon et al. (2011) found that at least 70 % of the

50 % genome size difference between maize and Z. luxurians (as determined by

flow cytometry) was due to variability in TE copy number.

But the difference in genome size may have multiple origins. For example, it is

possible that the luxurians genome encompasses genes and TEs that are absent from

the B73 maize genome. These differences may occur as a consequence of differen-

tial genomic loss since species divergence. However, that similar proportions of

reads were observed to map both to the UTE and FGS in both B73 and luxurians
gives little support to this hypothesis, i.e., we would expect to observe significantly

less mapping if TEs or genes present in luxurians were absent from B73. Alterna-

tively, luxurians may exhibit a higher rate of retention of duplicated segments. If

these duplicated segments offer a fair representation of the genome, encompassing

both unique and repetitive DNA, one would expect to conserve similar proportions

of gene to TEs and also TE families between species. Consistently, the proportion

of mapped reads against FGS and UTE was similar in B73 (15.4:84.6) and in

luxurians (14.8:85.2) and the number of hits to TE families was highly correlated

between B73 and Z. luxurians (Fig. 3.4a, r ¼ 0.94).

These observations are consistent with both TEs and genes being involved in

genome size difference. They also reveal that differences in TE content between

species are not due to the proliferation of a handful of TE families, as has been

observed in other genera (Hawkins et al. 2006; Piegu et al. 2006), but rather due to a

shift toward higher copy numbers in Z. luxurians for several hundred different TE

families. Note, however, that Gossypium (Hawkins et al. 2006) and Oryza (Piegu
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et al. 2006) species divergence is much more ancient (on the order of a few million

years) than in Zea, which may contribute to the difference between the observed

patterns. For species with older divergence time, recurrent TE horizontal transfers

between species are more likely to cause bursts of TE proliferation in the recipient

species (Diao et al. 2006). This scenario seems less likely in Zea, not because there
is no gene transfer among species but rather because there are likely no unique TEs

among these recently diverged species that may easily escape the host suppression

system.

3.3 Evolution of TE Profiles Through Evolutionary Times:

A Comparison Between Zea and Arabidopsis

To date, the population dynamics of plant TEs have been studied primarily in the

Arabidopsis species, A. thaliana and A. lyrata, which have relatively small

genomes and for which reference genomes are available (Hu et al. 2011; the

Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000). The two species diverged about 10 million

Fig. 3.4 Relative

contribution of TE families to

the genomes of two species

pairs, the maize inbred line

B73 and one accession of

Z. luxurians (a), and the

genomic sequences of

Arabidopsis thaliana and

A. lyrata (b). In (a), TE

content was measured in

1,509 TE families as the

number of Reads per Kilobase

per Million mapped reads

(RPKM) against the B73

Unique Transposable

Element database (UTE).

Values are shown on a log

scale; the data are from

Tenaillon et al. (2011).

In (b), TE copy number was

estimated from the annotation

of the genomic sequence of

A. thaliana and A. lyrata
(Hollister et al. 2011)
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years ago and exhibit several features that make their comparison especially

interesting (Table 3.1). First, A. lyrata is a self-incompatible perennial while

A. thaliana is a self-compatible annual species. Second, A. lyrata has 2n ¼ 16

chromosomes and its genome is larger than 200 Mb, whereas A. thaliana has

2n ¼ 10 chromosomes and one of the smallest angiosperm genomes at about

125 Mb. Third, Hu et al. (2011) have determined that more than 50 % of the

A. lyrata genome appears to be missing from the A. thaliana reference genome but

only about 25 % of the A. thaliana genome is absent from A. lyrata. Overall,
A. thaliana exhibits a much higher ratio of genes to TEs than A. lyrata, and much of

the genome size difference between these two species is likely caused by

(1) reduced transposable element activity, (2) more efficient transposable element

elimination in A. thaliana, especially near genes, or (3) systematic shortening of

nontransposable element intergenic sequences and introns in A. thaliana (Fawcett

et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2011).

Interestingly, Hollister et al. (2011) found a similar trend to the one observed in

the Zea comparison (Tenaillon et al. 2011), which is that the relative contribution of

TE families is well conserved between species (Fig. 3.4b, r ¼ 0.91). Hence, in both

interspecific comparisons, there are genome-wide differences in TE content rather

than the proliferation of a small subset of TE families (as documented inGossypium
and Oryza). Two nonexclusive processes may help to explain this observation.

First, there could be ongoing positive selection for genome shrinkage in both

systems through the loss of TEs and genes. Supporting this idea, fewer insertions

than deletions were found in a population of 95 individuals of A. thaliana among

both segregating polymorphisms and fixed differences, with deletions longer on

average than insertions (Hu et al. 2011). Moreover, a higher intron loss rate in

A. thaliana than A. lyrata has been reported recently, reinforcing the hypothesis of

selection for genome shrinkage (Fawcett et al. 2011). Additionally, simple

calculations (Chevin and Hospital 2008) suggest that, in a species with a large

effective population size similar to Zea mays (Fig. 3.2), even weakly beneficial

mutations (TE deletions in this case) could increase to high frequency in timescales

similar to the divergence between luxurians and Zea mays (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2009).
If selection was driving this pattern, we would expect it to be more efficient in the

species characterized by a greater effective population. While A. thaliana and

Z. mays are thought to have higher effective population sizes than A. lyrata and

Z. luxurians (Table 3.1), consistent with the observed differences in genome size, at

least some estimates find weaker selection in A. thaliana than its congener (Wright

et al. 2001; Lockton and Gaut 2010).

A second explanation is that closely related species may differ in aspects that

control TE proliferation, such as the efficiency of epigenetic modification via

pathways that include small interfering RNAs (siRNAs). Epigenetic mechanisms

act by suppressing the expression of TEs (transcriptional silencing) or by cleaving TE

mRNA (posttranscriptional silencing) (Slotkin et al. 2005; Matzke et al. 2009). Both

pathways achieve site-specificity by homology between siRNA and their target

sequences (Almeida and Allshire 2005). In plants, DICER-LIKE RNase enzymes

produce 21–24-bp siRNA that guides ARGONAUTE and other downstream proteins
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to complementary DNA sequences, thereby promoting and maintaining DNA and

histone methylation (Zhang 2008; Teixeira and Colot 2009). Hence, silenced TE

sequences are generally characterized by identity with siRNAs and dense, even DNA

methylation (Lippman et al. 2004; Zilberman and Henikoff 2007; Lister et al. 2008).

Differences in the efficiency of TE silencing by siRNAs has been investigated in

A. thaliana and A. lyrata (Hollister et al. 2011). Sequences of siRNAs generated by
NGS have been mapped to the two reference genomes and mapped siRNAs have

been used as a proxy for TE methylation. Consistent with the hypothesis of

differences in epigenetic control between the two species, the expression level of

siRNAs was higher in A. thaliana by ~1.7-fold on average than in A. lyrata. The two
species also exhibited a substantial difference in the ratio of uniquely- to multiply-

mapping siRNAs. In fact a much higher proportion of TEs lacked uniquely mapping

siRNA reads in A. lyrata (25 %) than in A. thaliana (10 %). Interestingly, Hollister

et al. (2011) have shown that TEs targeted by uniquely mapping siRNAs are

silenced more efficiently in both species. Altogether, lower TE expression levels,

higher siRNA expression levels, and a higher ratio of unique/multiply-mapping

siRNA signal more efficient silencing in A. thaliana, which correlates with its

genomic characteristics: smaller genome and lower TE copy number. These phe-

nomena should be evaluated in other pairs of closely related species with

contrasting genome sizes, but reference genomes are still lacking in plant species

to apply this approach.

Finally, it is also possible that genome size evolution is subject to a purely

stochastic process in which the rate of genome size evolution (mean and variance)

simply depends on current genome size, i.e., proportional evolution. Oliver et al.

(2007) have supported this model by demonstrating the existence of a positive

correlation between the rate of evolution and the average genome size in 20

eukaryotic taxonomic groups. The analysis of 68 eukaryotic sequenced genomes

has revealed that the variation (as measured by standard deviation) of both the

repetitive, i.e., masked, and unique, i.e., non-masked fraction, were proportional to

the average repeat and unique fraction within a clade, suggesting that genome

expansion is dominated by stochastic processes (Li et al. 2011). However, while

genome size variation between closely related species such as described may be

affected by drift, drift alone is difficult to reconcile with the observed ecological

correlates of genome size.

3.4 Using NGS to Estimate TE Content and Diversity

in Non-model Species

The examples presented above highlight how the availability of a reference genome

and an exemplar TE database helps decipher the molecular origins of differences in

TE content among species, by remapping short reads of DNA, RNA, or siRNAs.
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But most species still lack a reference genome and are not closely related to a model

species with a reference genome. When such a reference genome is not available,

NGS can nonetheless serve to get a better understanding of TE content and diversity

within a genome.

For species where BAC sequences are available, NGS can provide important

help to refine TE annotation. Even though collections of TEs are now available for a

vast number of species, these sequences may be too distant to the TEs of the species

of interest. As a result, NGS reads from the focal species may match only to the

most conserved regions of TEs from well-annotated species. For this reason, direct

annotations of the focal species using computer tools such as Repeatmasker (Bedell

et al. 2000) can lead to erroneous annotations, where TEs appear fragmented

although they are not. The use of computer tools that look for specific structural

features can provide de novo annotations in the focal genome. However, this

approach is limited to TE families that harbor recognizable structural features

(e.g., the terminal repeats of LTR retrotransposons) and to recent TE insertions

that still harbor these features, leaving many TE copies unresolved.

This is where NGS may provide substantial help: TEs, which are repeated, are

likely to show increased coverage as compared to unique sequences. Hence,

mapping of NGS reads to a BAC sequence will delimit regions of high coverage

(likely to be repeated) and regions with low coverage (likely low-copy). This, along

with the annotation of conserved TE regions using TE databases from other species,

may allow precise mapping of element boundaries. Of course, the detection of TE

boundaries will be enhanced as sequencing coverage increases, but even low

coverage may greatly facilitate annotation. NGS may thus be greatly valuable for

TE annotation, which is the first step toward building a reference exemplar TE

database for a given species. The quality and representation of the database will,

however, depend on the number of BACs sequenced and whether they represent

most or only a limited subset of TE families.

For species where no BAC sequences are available, NGS can still be used to

generate consensus copies of the most abundant elements (exemplar TEs). For the

same reasons presented above, highly repetitive elements will be represented by a

large number of sequencing reads, which can then be used to reconstruct de novo

consensus sequences of specific TE families. Such methodology has been

implemented in the AAARF software (DeBarry et al. 2008) and has been success-

fully used on 454 reads. Adaptation of such tools to work on Illumina paired-end

and mate-pair reads will likely provide improvements for TE detection. Note,

however, that this approach will likely provide exemplar TE database of limited

quality since the element builds may correspond to chimeric elements rather than a

consensus sequence of several individual copies. For example, it may prove diffi-

cult to differentiate autonomous elements from their nonautonomous partners,

because both may be merged in a single exemplar element. Nevertheless, such a

database will be useful to determine a first approximation of TE content and

diversity in the genomes of non-model species.
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3.5 Conclusion

NGS technologies have enabled the generation of a vast amount of data. For

complex genomes such as those of plants, their utilization has so far been limited

to the analysis of the non-repetitive fraction of genomes, thus ignoring what is often

the majority of the data. In this chapter, we illustrated how these data could be

utilized to investigate the evolutionary processes driving variation in TE content,

and hence genome size, among closely related species. The approach developed by

Tenaillon et al. (2011) could, for species with a reference genome, be directly

applied at the population level to assess the forces that determine TE content and

the abundance of other heterochromatic repeats, as well as how repeat abundance

relates to genome size variation. Coupled with NGS of siRNAs and mRNAs, such

an approach may also provide substantial insights into the dynamics of TE methyl-

ation, its impact on gene expression (Hollister and Gaut 2009; Hollister et al. 2011),

and more generally on the efficiency of the host response to TE invasion.

Application of this approach to species with no reference genome is more

challenging. As a first step, we propose here to build exemplar TE databases

using NGS to improve TE annotation from BAC sequences or for de novo TE

assembly. Of course, these data will not provide a picture as complete as the one

provided by a reference genome. In particular, it will not allow analysis of individ-

ual TE insertions, therefore hampering investigation of the distribution pattern of

copies (e.g., between genic and nongenic regions) or the analysis of TE regulation

by siRNAs. It nonetheless offers a first estimate of the most abundant elements and

can be applied to many “orphan” species, thus providing a horizontal view of TE

diversity among populations and species.
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